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Executive Summary 

This project is aimed at supporting CO2 storage projects in Australian sedimentary basins, specifically the 

CTSCo Surat CO2 storage demonstration project, through evaluation and testing of a down-hole tool to 

monitor the footprint of the CO2 plume. Characterising the accurate subsurface distribution and fate of the 

trace sulphur oxide (SOx), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and CO2 –derived impurities in groundwater will be a 

significant indicator of the extent of the subsurface plume of an injected Green House Gas (GHG) Stream 

derived from coal-fired power stations and an indication of water quality changes. 

  

This project is designed to research and evaluate the applicability of adapting for carbon storage monitoring 

a commercially available Downhole-Reservoir Raman System (D-RRS) borehole logging technology which 

has been developed by the US company, WellDog, to detect solubilised CH4, N2, CO2 and associated 

dissolution products in produced fluids present in the borehole volume. This is accomplished by focusing a 

laser beam into the fluid and collecting and characterising the resultant Raman scattered light. See 

Appendix 1, specification sheet for the logging instrument. The proposed adaptation is to instead measure 

SOx, NOx and CO2
 products of the injected GHG stream and preexisting background levels in the Precipice 

Sandstone reservoir. Proof of concept and adaptation of a prototype tool should be accomplished in time 

for field trial injection in the CTSCo Surat Project site from 2020. 

 

The goals of Sub-Project 1 were to conduct a desktop study, validated with batch reactor experiments to 

determine baseline levels of SOx, NOx and CO2
 products in Precipice Sandstone, assess the impact of 

solubilisation of those products on the sandstone and to determine the measurement detection limits 

required to provide actionable data for monitoring plume development and migration from injection of GHG 

stream. [1]  

 

The goals of Sub-Project 2 are to assess the capability of the presently configured D-RRS technology to 

detect solubilized SOx, NOx and CO2 gases and dissociation products, to determine instrument calibration, 

accuracy, sensitivity and limit of detection for each product.  As detailed in Milestone report 2.1, for Tasks 

2.1 and 2.2, a literature search was undertaken of the Raman signature of dissociation products and a 

study performed to determine if these products could be uniquely identified in a mixture [2]. Thirteen target 

compounds were assessed, which were identified as important dissolution and dissociation products of 

SOx, NOx, and CO2 derived from the injection of GHG streams into groundwater.  The Raman signature of 

these compounds in aqueous form were researched in the primary literature to determine characteristic 

Raman shifts that can be used for identification and quantification.  Example Raman spectra for each 

compound were also identified. Twelve of the identified species exhibited unique Raman signatures.  One 

species, which does not, is expected to be present in aqueous form as an alternative species for which a 

Raman signature was identified.   

  

Tasks 2.3 through 2.6 of Sub-Project 2 are the subject of this Milestone 2.2 report.  A stock solution of each 

dissociation product was prepared by dissolving their respective solid salt forms in deionized water.  The 

stocks were then tested using a laboratory 532-nm RRS spectroscopy instrument, which was able to 

distinguish the Raman peaks of all of the isolated dissociation products. A series of solutions covering a 

range of concentrations of each dissociation product in water was prepared from the stock solutions and 

tested using a laboratory 532-nm RRS spectroscopy instrument.  This bench-top instrument has the same 

optical and electrical systems as the present iteration of the WellDog D-RRS tool. Concentration calibrations 

were developed from the measurements of these solutions, and the limit of detection (LOD) of each product 

was subsequently determined in isolation.  
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In the table below, these are summarized and compared to maximum baseline dissociation species 

detected in batch experiments from UQ [1].  A pressure vessel with optical access based on WellDog’s 

reservoir simulation cell was designed and commissioned with the ability to accommodate a sandstone 

core sample submerged in a water column below a headspace for injecting GHG mixtures up to reservoir 

pressure. Finally, mixtures of dissociation products were prepared and characterized in the new cell to 

determine the ability of the RRS spectroscopy instrument to simultaneously quantify concentrations of 

chemicals in a mixture containing all dissociation products identified in Sub-Project-1.  

 

This report includes a description of the calibration and limits of detection estimations for solublised SOx, 

NOx, and CO2 derived species, where the major dissociation products sulphate, nitrate and bicarbonate 

can be quantified and differentiated in mixtures, even in cases where Raman peaks are not obviously 

resolvable, using the chemometrics technique of classical least squares spectral analysis.  Nevertheless, 

the levels of some minor species such as ammonium and bisulphate will likely fall below detection limits.  It 

was observed that some species in solution can have large effects on pH and that a change in pH can 

affect the distribution of species.  

 

In the clean low reactivity quartzose sections of the Precipice Sandstone, the LOD’s are low enough to 

detect expected concentrations of only the sulphate (SO4
2-) and nitrate (NO3

-) products of SOx and NOx 

co-injection.  On interaction with more reactive sections or the Evergreen Formation (containing higher Fe) 

the expected concentrations of SOx and NOx products are so far untested and may be lower after GHG 

stream-water-rock interactions, further work with Evergreen Formation cores is suggested. 

 

To achieve the necessary LODs for other SOx, NOx products, options include more robust spectral 

analysis, optimization of illumination and collection optics, higher sensitivity, higher resolution, and better 

cooled detector, lower noise electronics and increased laser power. A number of these are already in the 

process of implementation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Dissociation 
Product 

D-RRS LOD in isolation 
(ppm-mass) 

Maximum detected 
dissociation 

concentrations [1] 

SO4
2- 21.6 93.53 

SO3
-2 43.9 0.79 

S2O3
2- 102.1 4.14 

HSO4
- 21.6 - 

HSO3
- 43.2 - 

S2- (as HS-) 14.9 1.75 

NO3
- 16.2 122.67 

NO2
- 29.1 4.3 

NH4
+ >200 8.19 

CO3
2- 95 - 

HCO3
- 68.2 280  

CO2
 588 - 
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1. Introduction 

Having determined in a literature search for the first Milestone report of Sub-Project 2 [2] that the thirteen 

species of interest identified in Sub-Project 1 [1] exhibit unique Raman signatures, the objectives of the 

remaining Sub-Project 2 tasks include: assess the capability of the WellDog D-RRS spectroscopy 

instrument to calibrate for (task 2.3) and find limits of detection for each of those species (task 2.4); to 

design and commission (task 2.5) a pressure cell for use in Sub-Project 3 that will accommodate a Precipice 

Sandstone core sample and allow for in-situ analysis of the solubilised GHG derivatives in simulated 

reservoir pressure, temperature and salinity conditions; assess the capability of the D-RRS spectroscopy 

instrument to distinguish solubilised GHG derivatives in a mixture (task 2.6) in the new pressure cell.   

For task 2.3, calibration for each of a species allows quantitative interpretation of Raman spectra, where in 

most cases, Raman scattering follows Beer’s law. That is to say, concentration of a species is linearly 

related to the intensity of the Raman peaks of that species. To generate a calibration curve, a series of 

concentrations of each species was prepared by gravimetrically weighing out a solid salt and dilution to 

volume. The Raman spectra were measured and the peak intensities extracted from spectra and plotted, 

fit with linear least squares to a straight line whose slope is a measure of the sensitivity of the instrument 

for that species. Various integration times were used to simulate the variety of conditions one might 

encounter in the remote downhole environment, where lower integration times introduce increased noise 

to the measurement representative of, for example, a highly scattering medium and diminished returns of 

light to the instrument. For task 2.4, extrapolations of the calibration data were used to estimate the 

instrument signal decision limit (SDL) and concentration limit of detection (LOD) [3].  These limit of detection 

estimates, performed in a pristine laboratory environment are a useful metric to assess how the instrument 

as presently configured could perform downhole and to determine if it should be reconfigured to 

accommodate for example, a higher power laser, a higher sensitivity detector, lower-noise electronics, or 

higher resolution spectrometer.  

For task 2.5, the pressure cell design was based on an existing design from WellDog reservoir simulation 

pressure cells.  The cell has high-pressure optical windows which allow for simultaneous Raman and video-

microscopy analysis of cell contents as a GHG simulant is injected into the headspace over a submerged 

rock core sample under reservoir temperature and pressure conditions. The pressure cell materials were 

checked against critical tables for corrosion resistance. The cell design was tested with both theoretical 

calculations and physical testing to prove suitability for Sub-Project 3 tests.  

For task 2.6, mixtures of GHG-derivative species were prepared and characterized with the D-RRS 

spectroscopy instrument within the new pressure cell.  For analysis of the spectra, the technique of classical 

least squares analysis [4] was employed, which allows the spectrum from mixtures of species with 

overlapping Raman peaks to be analysed quantitatively. In future work, the application of this technique 

and implications on uncertainty of the measurement and limits of detection in mixed-species conditions will 

be investigated.   
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Group Name 

Chemical 

formula 

[ion] 

S
u
lp

h
u
r 

 

d
e
ri
v
a
ti
v
e
s
 

Sodium [Sulphate] SO4
2- 

Sodium [Sulphite] SO3
2- 

Sodium [Thiosulphate] S2O3
2- 

Sodium [Bisulphate] HSO4
- 

Sodium [Bisulphite] HSO3
- 

[Hydrogen sulphide] H2S 

Sodium [Sulphide] S2- 

Sodium [Bisulphide] HS- 

N
it
ro

g
e
n
 

d
e
ri
v
a
ti
v
e
s
 

Sodium [Nitrate] NO3
- 

Sodium [Nitrite] NO2
- 

[Ammonium] Chloride NH4
+ 

C
a
rb

o
n
 

d
e
ri
v
a
ti
v
e
s
 

Sodium [Carbonate] CO3
2- 

Sodium [Bicarbonate] HCO3
- 

[Carbon dioxide] CO2 

Table 1 Table of thirteen species considered for calibration in this study identified as relevant to the Surat Basin site, 
including names of the salt and in square brackets the ion and the chemical formula [1]  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Calibration  

2.1.1 Sample Preparation 
Solid ammonium chloride and sodium derivative salts of other dissociation products were obtained from 

Sigma Aldrich. These were weighed out and diluted to volume with distilled water in a volumetric flask to 

generate a fully-dissolved concentrated stock.  Precise volumes of stock were dispensed either from a 

burette or auto-pipette and further diluted with 18-megaohm water to generate a range of concentrations 

from ~75 to 500 ppm-mass, for example (0, 75, 150, 225, 300, 400, 500 ppm-mass).  To control the 

evolution of toxic hydrogen disulphide gas, bisulphide ion was calibrated in solution representative of local 

water chemistry of Precipice Sandstone [1].  To match water chemistry and control pH, the dilution medium 

utilized was 2-amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol (TRIS)-buffered saline, which consisted of 10 mM 

TRIS and 1000 ppm-mass sodium chloride dissolved in 18-megaohm water and titrated with hydrochloric 

acid to a pH of 7.8.  It was subsequently noted that the actual composition of Precipice Sandstone 

groundwater contains much lower sodium chloride, perhaps 50 ppm and 140 ppm sodium bicarbonate.  
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The reduced levels and slight buffering effect of the bicarbonate (which will easily be detected in Raman 

spectrum as determined below) are unlikely to affect calibrations.  An additional calibration for sulphate was 

performed in the TRIS-buffered saline to demonstrate that this dilute buffer had no effect on calibration.  

For gas calibration, carbon dioxide was injected into a stirred pressure cell containing 18-megaohm water 

to eight different pressures, where Henry’s constant was used to calculate the solution concentration from 

the equilibrium pressure.  Hydrogen sulphide (also a gas, but deemed unsafe for analysis in present 

facilities) was not characterized. Sulphide ion (not Raman active) was also neglected in this study, but 

should be present at only negligible levels at a pH of 7.8 and lower.   

2.1.2 Experimental Description 
Solutions were added to screw-top 1-cm quartz cuvettes for Raman spectroscopy using the WellDog RRS.  

This purpose-built system uses a 532-nm monochromatic light source injected by means of a dichroic filter 

and focused through an objective lens into the sample solution.  Raman scatter was collected in the 180-

degree geometry back through the same lens, passed through the dichroic, then filtered and focused into 

the slit of the RRS spectroscopy instrument.  Raman wavelengths were dispersed and focused by the 

spectrometer across the columns of a thermo-electric cooled charged-couple device (CCD) camera 

detector.  Raman shift axis was calibrated using cyclohexane, acetonitrile and toluene [5] with peak 

assignments established in ASTM E1840-96. Each sample was measured with integration times ranging 

from 2 to 12 seconds in 2-second increments with ten replicate measurements at each integration time.  

Stock solutions were measured for comparison to literature spectra, but these data were not included in 

calibration analysis. Figure 1 is a comparison of literature spectrum from sulphate [6] in black and a 

processed spectrum in red collected by the RRS spectrometer instrument, where the latter was aligned and 

normalized to the height of the former. Spectral broadening of the Raman features is observed in the RRS 

spectrum relative to the literature source, likely related to a compromise between large spectral coverage 

and spectral resolution on the detector.   

2.1.3 Data Analysis 
Raw spectra were background corrected by subtracting the average of ten water or buffer blank spectra at 

the same integration time. The major constituent Raman peak and the water bend Raman band centered 

at 1650 cm-1 (before background correction) were fit to a single-peak Pearson VII function with a linear or 

quadratic baseline correction using non-linear iterative curve fitting technique in Matlab with the ‘peakfit’ 

program [7]. The algorithm applied to all spectra in a data set was seeded with initial conditions determined 

Figure 1 Comparison of literature [4] (black) to aligned and intensity-normalized RRS (red) spectra for 
aqueous sulphate 
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from an average of the highest concentration spectral data, where analysis window, iterations and Pearson 

shape parameter were manually tuned.  The algorithm returns peak shape parameters including peak-

center, -width, -height and -area. Peak height and area are both generally linearly related to concentration 

of the species, but of the two, the fit peak-height is generally the more robust parameter and will be used 

for the purposes of calibration. Normalization over integration time is accomplished by taking the ratio of 

the measured analyte Raman peak-height to the measured water band peak-height.   

Error! Reference source not found. is a graphical example of the analysis of the calibration and limit of 

detection for the nitrate ion. The figure is a plot of the ratio nitrate fit peak-height to water fit peak-height as 

a function of the concentration of nitrate in the prepared solution, where individual data points are plotted 

as blue dots. The unweighted linear least-squares (LLS) best-fit line to these data is calculated (solid black 

line) as well as the 95% high and low confidence interval curves (solid green and red lines respectively).    

The confidence interval curves are based on the residual spread of the data around the best-fit line as 

defined in the following equation: 

𝑦 = �̅� + 𝑏(𝑥 − �̅�) ± 𝑠𝑡√1 +
1

𝑁
+

(𝑥 − �̅�)2

∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)
 

Equation 1 

Where 𝑦 is the calculated confidence interval value at 𝑥, which is the given concentration value; �̅� is the 

average of measured height ratio data for each sample in the calibration; �̅� is the average of the 

Figure 2 Graphical example of calibration and limit of detection analysis for the nitrate ion.  
Concentration units for nitrate is ppm-by mass 
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concentrations prepared for each sample; 𝑁 is the number of samples; 𝑖 is the sample-index of the 

summation over 𝑖 = [1 𝑡𝑜 𝑁]; 𝑡 is the Student’s 𝑡 value corresponding to 𝑁 − 2  degrees of freedom at the 

desired confidence level, here 95%; 𝑏 is the LLS best fit slope coefficient given as: 

𝑏 =
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)

∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2
 

Equation 2 

𝑠 is the estimate of the residual standard deviation given by: 

𝑠 = √
∑(𝑦𝑖 − (�̅� + 𝑏(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)))

2

(𝑁 − 2)
  

Equation 3 

The high-limit confidence interval value is given by addition of the third term in Equation 1 and the low value 

by subtraction. This interval is an estimate of the range over which 95% of measurements will fall above or 

below at a given concentration (i.e. the vertical range) or measured peak-height ratio (horizontal range). To 

illustrate, in Figure 2, a single measurement of a new sample prepared with a concentration of 600 ppm is 

predicted to fall within the range of 0.125 to 0.135 fit-peak ratio in 95% of single measurements. 

Alternatively, a sample of an unknown concentration with a single measurement of a peak ratio equal to 

0.08 is predicted to have an actual concentration between 357 ppm and 379 ppm in 95% of samples. The 

logic of these examples is the basis of the limit of detection (LOD) analysis [3]. The ‘Signal Decision Limit’ 

(SDL, dashed green line in Figure 2) is defined as the value of the high confidence-interval curve 

extrapolated to zero concentration. This represents the predicted signal level below which 95% of single 

measurements of a zero-concentration (blank) sample should fall. In turn, the LOD (red dashed line in 

Figure 2) is defined as the intersection between the SDL and the 95% confidence-interval lower bound. 

This LOD represents the concentration for which 95% of single measurements of peak height ratio should 

fall above the SDL.   

2.2 Pressure Vessel 

A pressure vessel with optical access and capability to submerge a core sample under water column and 

accommodate the injection of GHG mixture into a headspace is shown in Error! Reference source not 

found.. The pressure cell’s double sapphire window configuration enables simultaneous Raman analysis 

and visual monitoring or recording of a pressurized sample.  It is rated to a 3000 psi test pressure with a 

1.5x safety factor applied at room temperature. The cell is capable of being tested under elevated 

temperatures up to 150⁰C by means of a temperature controlled heat blanket. It has 3 hydraulic ports, 

facilitating multiphase injection of fluids while monitoring temperature and pressure. The pressure vessel 

will enclose a cored formation sample size up to 1 in. diameter x 2 in. long. When mixing of the sample 

solution is desired, a rare earth magnet stir bar can be inserted. The vessel component material is uncoated 

AISI 316 stainless steel, which has been determined to be compatible (non-corrosive) with the test 

compounds and reagents at concentrations and temperatures established in the test proposal. 
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2.3 Mixed constituents and pH effects 

High concentration (10K-50K ppm - by mass) stocks of the dissociation products were prepared in 

simulated Precipice water at a pH of 7.8. TRIS-buffered saline was used to control pH as in calibration 

experiments or alternatively, a pH-3.5 solution was prepared using100-mM citric acid buffered saline (same 

concentration of sodium chloride as in the TRIS buffer). From these, a number of binary, ternary and 

quaternary mixed species solutions were prepared by dilution in the two buffered solutions. These were 

injected into the pressure vessel and characterised by Raman spectroscopy.   

The spectra from mixed species-solutions was analysed using spectral classical least squares. For further 

information, refer to [4], [8] and [9]. This chemometrics technique is based on the principle of superposition: 

a spectral mixture can be reconstituted from the sum of the spectra from its individual components.  Briefly, 

using linear algebra, a matrix consisting of the scaling (i.e. concentration) factors for the component spectra 

is calculated using the product of the measured mixture spectrum and the pseudoinverse of a matrix 

consisting of the spectra of the components. The resulting scalars represent the linear-least squares best 

fit of the component spectra to the mixture. Classical least squares is appropriate for mixtures where the 

individual component spectra have already been collected, as in the present study during the process of 

calibration.  In some cases, where interactions between species result in, for example, conversion of one 

form of a species to its protonated counterpart, additional spectral components for the protonated species 

are added to the component spectral set. Additionally, in some cases, a 4th-order polynomial was 

incorporated into the classical least squares fit that corrects for slight background photoluminescence or 

stray light observed in some mixture spectra.   

  

Figure 3 Photograph and cross-section of the pressure cell commissioned for this study 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Calibration 

The Raman spectrum of each of the chemical dilution stocks is shown in Error! Reference source not 

found. with spectra offset for clarity. Notable features in the spectra are the water bending Raman band 

centered at 1640 cm-1, the strong water stretch band rising sharply and cut-off to the right beginning at 2700 

cm-1.  The spectral dip at 1460 cm-1 and the broad up-sloping feature left of 1100 cm-1 are background from 

elements in the optical system of the RRS instrument. Aside from these features common to all spectra, 

most characteristic Raman features for the species of interest are located in the so-called fingerprint region 

of the Raman spectrum between 900 and 1500 cm-1, although bisulphite and bisulphide exhibit H-S stretch 

bands near 2550 cm-1.  Two notable groups of species with significantly overlapping peaks are SO4
2- / SO3

2-
 

/ HSO4
- / S2O3

2- near 995 cm-1 and HSO4
- / HSO3

- / NO3
-
 / CO3

2- / HCO3
- near 1015 cm-1.  Fortunately, some 

of these species have additional minor peaks elsewhere in the spectrum that may be identified if their signal 

is relatively strong enough. On the other hand, species such as sulphate and sulphite may be very difficult 

to discern between and thus could require improvements in sensitivity and spectral resolution of the 

instrument. 

The Raman spectrum of each of the chemical dilution stocks is shown in Error! Reference source not 

found. with spectra offset for clarity. Notable features in the spectra are the water bending Raman band 

centered at 1640 cm-1, the strong water stretch band rising sharply and cut-off to the right beginning at 2700 

cm-1.  The spectral dip at 1460 cm-1 and the broad up-sloping feature left of 1100 cm-1 are background from 

elements in the optical system of the RRS instrument. Aside from these features common to all spectra, 

most characteristic Raman features for the species of interest are located in the so-called fingerprint region 

of the Raman spectrum between 900 and 1500 cm-1, although bisulphite and bisulphide exhibit H-S stretch 
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Figure 4 Raman spectra of dissolution product stock solutions with spectra offset for clarity 
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bands near 2550 cm-1.  Two notable groups of species with significantly overlapping peaks are SO4
2- / SO3

2-
 

/ HSO4
- / S2O3

2- near 995 cm-1 and HSO4
- / HSO3

- / NO3
-
 / CO3

2- / HCO3
- near 1015 cm-1.  Fortunately, some 

of these species have additional minor peaks elsewhere in the spectrum that may be identified if their signal 

is relatively strong enough. On the other hand, species such as sulphate and sulphite may be very difficult 

to discern between and thus could require improvements in sensitivity and spectral resolution of the 

instrument.  

The spectrum from ammonium is notable for being comparatively featureless. Nevertheless, the Raman 

spectrum from a much stronger (10x) concentration of ammonium chloride, shown in Error! Reference 

source not found., reveals weak broad features that overlap significantly with the water bend and stretch 

and are thus difficult to discern in spectra from dilute solutions, contributing to a significantly higher limit of 

detection as compared to other species in this study.   

The LOD concentrations of each dissociation product are listed in Table 2 Calculated Limit of Detection (LOD)  

for each dissociation product. 

Dissociation 
Product 

LOD  

(ppm) 

SO4
2- 21.6 

SO3
-2 43.9 

S2O3
2- 102.1 

HSO4
- 21.6 

HSO3
- 43.2 

S2- (as HS-) 14.9 

NO3
- 16.2 

NO2
- 29.1 

NH4
+ >200 

CO3
2- 95 

HCO3
- 68.2 

CO2
 588 

Table 2 Calculated Limit of Detection (LOD)  
for each dissociation product 

3.2 Mixed constituents 

To investigate the interactions of these species in mixtures, high concentration (10K – 50K ppm by mass) 

stocks of the dissociation products in simulated precipice water were prepared.  From the stocks, several 

binary, ternary and quaternary mixed species solutions were prepared and tested.  In a case where similar 

species are present in the same solution and have overlapping peaks, secondary peaks may be used to 

detect or quantify each one as seen in Figure 6 . The spectrum from the mixture is shown, as well as the 

estimated spectra of the constituents, which would sum together to constituted the mixture.  Note the 

overlap of the bicarbonate and nitrite peaks at 1350 cm-1, and also the well resolved peaks at 1020 and 

Figure 5 Raman spectrum of concentrated ammonium chloride in 

water, TRIS blank and blank-subtracted. 
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820 cm-1. The effects of spectral overlap and covariance on classical least squares analysis of mixed 

species will be investigated in future work. 

 

For mixtures of species that have only one strong peak, even a slight separation between the interfering 

peaks may still be resolvable.  Error! Reference source not found. shows an example of this in a ternary 

solution of SO3
2-

 , CO3
2-, and HCO3

-, where the spectrum from the mixture is compared to the calculated 

constituent spectra plotted below.  Note the three well-resolved peaks from constituents in the region of 

970 to 1070 cm-1, each separated by ~50 cm-1. The spectra offset and plotted below are scaled pure 

component spectra corresponding to the concentrations in the mixture, that when summed together would 

reproduce the mixture spectrum. 

The presence of just one other competing species with nearly the same peak location can cover up a peak 

that would normally be easily identified.  Figure 8 shows a quaternary solution containing the same three 

ions as the ternary solution in Error! Reference source not found., plus the nitrate ion NO3
-.  The lone 

CO3
2- peak appears completely obscured by the strong NO3

- peak to the point where it appears that it 

cannot be determined whether the solution contains just one or both of the ion species.  Note that the peak 

maxima for carbonate and nitrate are separated by just 17 cm-1.  Notwithstanding, a classical least-squares 

spectral analysis is found to be quite successful at identifying the presence of carbonate in the spectrum 

using as components raw spectra from stock solutions of ions and the buffer blank, as well as a Pearson 

VII peak-shape fit to the water bend as negative compensation for extra water in the summed spectra.  Note 

that the individual ion spectra plotted below the mixture spectrum in Figure 8 are the scaled component 

spectra results from the classical least squares fit, offset in the plot for clarity.   

 

Figure 6 Raman spectrum of a Binary mixture of NO2
- and HCO3

-, along with constituent spectra from classical 
least squares analysis 
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Figure 7 Raman spectrum of a ternary mixture of SO3
2-, HCO3

- and CO3
2-, along with constituent spectra from 

classical least squares analysis 

Figure 8 Raman spectrum of a quaternary mixture of NO3
-, SO3

2-, HCO3
- and CO3

2-, along with constituent 
spectra from classical least squares analysis 
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3.3 Mixtures in the pressure vessel 

To test the ability of the WellDog Raman instrument to discern low levels of ions in the new pressure cell, 

a solution was prepared, which contained all of the ion species (except HS- for safety reasons, and CO2 

and NH4
+ due to extraordinarily high LOD) at 1.1x the calculated limit of detection or their expected 

concentrations based on leaching experiments performed with the Precipice Sandstone core samples at 

the University of Queensland for Milestone report 1.1 [1]. Table 3 lists each species in this low-level mixture 

along with its concentration and where different, the expected baseline level as measured previously in 

batch experiments. A more concentrated buffer (0.1 M TRIS) with recognizable Raman features was utilized 

for this mixture to further stabilize pH.  The spectrum of this buffer compared to a water blank is plotted in 

Figure 9. Raman peaks associated with the buffer are indicated with arrows.      

Groundwater  
ion 

Low-level mixture 
concentration  

(ppm – by mass) 

Measured /estimated 
standard deviation 

(ppm) 

SO4
2- 455 370 / 20 

HCO3
- 279 260 / 30 

S2O3
2- 111 ** 2.8 - 

CO3
2- 105  ** 0  30 / 20 

HSO3
- 48  ** 0  30 / 30 

SO3
2- 48  ** 2.7 240 / 20 

NO3
- 29 30 / 10 

NO2
- 32 ** 11 - 

HSO4
- 24 **  0  - 

Table 3 Low-level mixture ion species and concentrations. Species with 1.1x the LOD are indicated with ** and 
followed by the level measured in batch experiments 

 Figure 9 Concentrated buffer and water Raman spectrum background 
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As seen in Figure 10, the only readily identifiable peak in the raw Low-levels mix spectrum is the SO4
2- peak 

at 982 cm-1. A classical least squares fit of this mixture spectrum using as components: TRIS buffer, 4th-

order polynomial, sulphate, bicarbonate, sulphite, nitrate, bisulphite and carbonate is also shown in bottom 

half of the figure. The buffer-corrected spectrum and classical-least squares scaled components are also 

plotted below, offset for clarity.  Bisulphate, nitrite, and notably thiosulphate and carbonate were not found 

to have significant contributions in this classical least squares analysis. This is likely due to interference 

among the overlapping peaks of these species near their concentration limits of detection.  Measured 

concentrations are listed in Table 3. In general, measured concentrations are lower than prepared, with the 

exception of sulfite, which measures high.  

3.4 Effects of pH on distribution of related species 

In one of the binary mixtures prepared containing SO3
2- and HSO4

-, unexpected peaks were observed in 

the measured spectrum, plotted in Error! Reference source not found.. Notable is a peak out near 2500 

cm-1 suggestive of a hydrogen-sulphur Raman stretching mode. After verifying integrity of the parent stock 

solutions, it was recognized that the pH of the bisulphate stock was quite acidic, measuring < 3. The pH of 

the binary mixture was also measured to be lower than the pH of the parent sulphite stock. A closer analysis 

of the peaks in the mixture spectrum shows that the unexpected peaks in fact correspond with the bisulphite 

ion, or in other words, the protonated form of the sulphite from the stock solution, HSO3
-. This is illustrated 

in Error! Reference source not found., which is a plot of the measured binary mixture spectrum as well 

as the classical least squares fit using as components sulphate, bisulphate, sulphite, bisulphite and buffer 

blank.   

Figure 10 Raman spectrum of Low-level mixture and classical least squares analysis scaled components 
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A useful tool for estimating the distributions of pH-active compounds in complex mixtures is the freeware 

CurTiPot available in the form of a macro-enabled Excel spreadsheet [10].  For example, Table 4 shows 

the predicted effects of the concentration of bisulphate on the pH and speciation into sulphate and 

bisulphate ions.   

Solution 
Concentration (mg/L) 

Calculated 
pH 

% SO4
2- % HSO4

- 

75 3.16 94.52 5.48 

150 2.88 90.65 9.35 

225 2.73 87.59 12.41 

300 2.62 85.06 14.94 

402 2.51 82.18 17.82 

505 2.43 79.76 20.24 

6008 1.63 48.94 51.06 

Table 4 Effect of concentration of HSO4
- in water on the pH and speciation thereof as predicted by CurTiPot 

This result suggests a revisit of the calibration for bisulphate, where the stock solution contains apparently 

only 51% bisulphate ion and in lower concentrations the overwhelming majority of the ion is in the form of 

SO4
2-.  Alternatively, it can be surmised that at a pH > 3, more than 95% of the sulphate ions are in the fully 

deprotonated SO4
2- form and it doesn’t make sense to look for bisulphate in that range.    

When the initial concentrations of bisulphate and sulphite (6.00x103 ppm by weight and 6.03 ppm by weight 

respectively) in the binary mixture with 10mM TRIS as dilution medium in Figure 11 are input into the 

spreadsheet, the estimate of the resulting pH is 6.5 or 1.3 pH-units difference and the distribution of sulphate 

ions is overwhelmingly SO4
2- and not the HSO4

- of the parent stock. Furthermore, the estimated distribution 

Figure 11 Binary mixture of HSO4
- and SO3

2- and classical least squares fit scaled components offset for clarity 
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of the sulphite ions is split at the ratio of 66:34 HSO3
- : SO3

2- (mole:mole). These observations are confirmed 

in the classical least squares fit to the mixture spectrum, where sulphate and bisulphite are the major 

contributing species and the parent stock ions sulphite and bisulphate are only minor contributors to the 

overall spectrum from the mixture. The measured mole:mole ratio of bisulphite to sulphite according to the 

least squares spectral fit is 74:26 – not a perfect match to the CurTiPot estimate, but remarkably close 

given the uncertainties of the estimation and in the classical least squares fit. The uncertainty and 

covariance of interfering species will be investigated in future research. Table 5 lists the initial, estimated 

and measured concentrations of ions in the binary bisulphate / sulphite mixture.   

Species 
Initial concentration 

(ppm – mass) / 
(mMolar) 

CurTiPot estimate 
Final concentration 

(ppm) / (mM) 

Measured final 
concentration (ppm) 

/ (mM) 

HSO4
- 5.08 x 103 / 52.4 63.1 / 0.0065 245 / 2.5 

SO3
2- 6.03 x 103 / 74.9 2.05 x 103 / 25.6 1.45 x 103 / 18.1 

HSO3
- 0 4.00 x 103 / 49.3 4.17 x 103 / 51.5 

SO4
2- 0 5.03 x 103 / 52.4 3.35 x 103 / 34.9 

Table 5 Concentrations of species in the binary bisulphate / sulphite mixture including initial, estimated and 
measured 

Error! Reference source not found. is an example plot of the distribution of a species as a function of pH 

for the carbonate series estimated with CurTiPot.  The figure shows that at pH < 4, nearly all carbonate in 

the water is in the form of carbonic acid or dissolved CO2 (which are in equilibrium). At pH = 8, the form is 

almost exclusively bicarbonate and even at pH = 10, the mixture is 50:50 bicarbonate to carbonate ions. In 

fact, the distribution of all twelve ions in this study is affected by pH, including the sulphate system: H2SO4 

– HSO4
- – SO4

2-, thiosulphate: H2S2O3 – HS2O3
- – S2O3

2-, sulphide: H2S – HS- –S2-, nitrate: HNO3 – NO3
-, 

nitrite: HNO2
 – NO2

-, and ammonium: NH3 – NH4
+. Distribution curves for other species as a function of pH 

can be found in the appendix.   

 
Figure 12 Distribution of ions in the carbonate series versus pH 
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In Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found. the spectrum of the ternary 
solution containing SO3, CO3, and HCO3 (ie the mixture from Error! Reference source not found.) is 
compared to that of a quaternary solution containing the same three species plus HSO3

-.  The addition of 
HSO3

- to the solution lowers the pH to the point that the CO3
2- ions are protonated, or in other words 

converted to bicarbonate, making CO3
2- undetectable in spite of the fact that there are no other species 

with peaks overlapping it.  Interestingly, in the quaternary mixture spectrum, the band at ~990 cm-1 was not 
well fit by only sulphite and bisulphite (not shown).  The addition of a sulphate component to the classical 
least squares model resulted in a greatly improved fit in Error! Reference source not found.. This could 
be an indication of the oxidation of sulphites as solutions age, or alternatively, an error in preparation of the 
mixture. 
 

 

Figure 13 Raman spectrum of ternary mixture from Error! Reference source not found. and quaternary mixture 
with added HSO3

- and classical least squares fit and constituent spectra offset for clarity 
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Since the injection of a GHG stream is expected to lower pH through the generation of acidity, for example 

batch experiments at the University of Queensland generated pH’s of 3 - 4 or lower, a low pH solution was 

also tested.  To investigate the effects of low pH on the ability of the WellDog RRS spectroscopy instrument 

to discern mixed components at low levels, the same low-level mixture as described in Table 3 was 

prepared using 0.1 M citric acid buffer at pH 3.5 instead of the 0.1 M TRIS buffer.  Like the stronger TRIS 

buffer, this low-pH buffer also exhibits distinctive Raman features from the buffering chemical as indicated 

in Figure 14. 

Classical least squares analysis of the low-pH low-levels mixture was less successful than for the TRIS 

based mixture. This could be attributed to a slight (0.1 pH-unit) change in the pH of the mixture compared 

to the original buffer, which results in subtle changes to the buffer spectrum that greatly increase the 

difficulty of the fit. CurTiPot estimations for the change of concentrations of buffer constituents, though 

slight, support this.  The least squares results are shown in Figure 15. Only sulphate and bicarbonate ion 

could be discerned, and even these with low confidence. Note the excursions in the buffer-corrected spectra 

near features associated with citric acid.  These complexities could likely be accounted for in a further study.   

Figure 14 Spectrum of the citric acid buffer and water background 
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4. Conclusions 

Solutions of the 13 dissociation products identified in [1] were prepared and tested using a 532nm RRS 

spectroscopy instrument.  Raman peaks of all isolated species were identified. Dilution series were 

prepared and the concentration limit of detection for each species individually was determined, where a 

simple non-linear peak-fitting approach was implemented to interpret spectral results. The limits of detection 

for the three main species, Sulphate, Nitrate and Bicarbonate were all found to be below 100 ppm, likely 

sufficient for detection in Precipice Sandstone, whereas minor reaction products such as thiosulphate and 

ammonium will be difficult, if not impossible to detect with the D-RRS instrument as currently configured.   

While peak-fitting was sufficient to calibrate most species in isolation, in cases where mixtures of 

components result in significant spectral overlap, more sophisticated spectral analysis will be required.  

These analyses will be investigated in future research. Nevertheless, a preliminary analysis of mixed 

species was conducted, where specific mixtures of 2-4 species in solution were prepared and tested to 

determine the RRS spectroscopy instrument ability to differentiate and identify species with overlapping 

peaks.  The Raman signatures of similar species, i.e. SO4
2- and SO3

2-, were found to overlap, making their 

identification in mixed solutions difficult or impossible. However, the RRS spectroscopy instrument was 

found to have sufficient sensitivity and resolution to differentiate peaks attributable to SOx from those due 

to NOx and carbonates. The three primary ionic species expected, SO4
2-, HCO3

-, and NO3, can be 

differentiated from each other at concentrations expected at the injection site based on initial leaching 

experiments performed with Precipice Sandstone core samples. Many of the other dissociation products 

are expected to be present only in concentrations below their respective LODs for the current RRS 

spectroscopy instrument. In future work, the classical least squares analysis of spectra will be further 

developed to include analysis of errors and limits of detection in mixed species conditions.   

Figure 15 Raman spectrum of the low-pH low-levels mixture and classical least squares analysis.  Arrows indicate 
excursions in the buffer corrected spectrum suggestive of subtle changes in the spectrum of the buffer itself related to 
differences in pH. 
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A double-windowed pressure cell was commissioned and built to specifications. Tests were performed in 

the pressure cell on low-level mixture solutions at starting reservoir pH and salinity conditions and reduced-

pH conditions. Although stronger buffer solution was employed in the starting pH conditions, classical least 

squares spectral analysis was able to resolve five of the seven species at levels near the concentration 

detection limit in spite of interference by the spectrum of the buffer.   

In some mixtures of constituents, the pH of the mixture was observed to change relative to the pH of the 

parent constituents. In some cases, this change resulted in the generation of unexpected, though entirely 

explainable derivative species in the mixture. These tests suggest that in future research, the pH of the 

mixture should be considered when looking for the Raman signature of constituents. This could be an 

important observation if pH is sufficiently lowered during GHG injection and not buffered by rock reaction 

or ground water in for example the near wellbore region. This has been preliminarily predicted elsewhere 

in geochemical simulations for higher concentrations of NO2 or SO2 in a GHG stream, however further work 

is needed to understand these effects at the site [11]. 

List of Abbreviations 

D-RRS: Downhole-Reservoir Raman System 

CCS: Carbon Capture and Sequestration 

SOx: Sulphur-oxides 

NOx: Nitrogen-oxides 

GHG: Greenhouse Gas 

LOD: Limit of Detection 

SDL: Signal detection limit 

TRIS: pH 7.8 buffering chemical 

LLS: Linear Least Squares 
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II. Estimated distribution of species as a function of pH 
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III. Discussion on the potential effects of O2, or use in a dipping formation 

The following has been added in response to a reviewer:  This project is specific to the CTSCo project 

which was considering a PCC sourced CO2 stream from Tarong expected to contain SOx and NO.  We 

agree with reviewer 2 that it is possible that O2 or air at various concentrations can be present in gas 

streams as shown in the Table below (Turner et al., 2016 Milestone report 1.2 for this project).  Gas streams 

from oxyfuel processes could contain higher concentrations.  While DRRS doesn’t detect O2, if this (or air) 

were co-injected in the presence of SOx and NOx the O2 could be expected to oxidise the dissolved species 

modifying their identities.  There is relatively little research on the effects of O2 at different concentrations 

in the gas stream and none in the presence of NOx.  Pearce et al., performed experimental work on the 

effect of relatively high concentrations of O2 (2%) and SO2 (0.2%) in CO2 and a higher salinity brine (Pearce 

et al., 2015, Final report Geochemical reactivity and dissolution trapping using supercritical CO2, report for 

Lithicon and ANLEC R&D  http://www.anlecrd.com.au/LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=204934 ).  Pearce et al., 

observed stronger water acidification likely through oxidation of SOx to form a larger proportion of sulphate 

(sulphuric acid production), although anion speciation was not measured in that study.  A larger relative 

proportion of generated oxidised nitrate and sulphate species may be expected to be observed if O2 were 

co-injected with SOx and NOx in CO2. If this occurs this could be advantageous for DRRS detection as 

these are the species with lower LODs as determined in this current study.       

In the case of a dipping formation where the injectant tends to move up dip rather than accumulate around 

the injection well, we might expect to use the DRRS tool at up dip monitoring wells.  In this case it would 

be advantageous to have predictive models of transport or reactive transport of the CO2 plume and its 

components to better understand the LOD’s and measurement timing needed.  Some components may not 

necessarily move at the same speed or be expected to arrive at a monitoring well; additionally 

concentrations may decrease through geochemical reactive transport.  Although the majority of field trials 

have used pure CO2, co-injection of N2 and O2 in CO2 has recently been field trialled in China using 

monitoring by gas and water sampling with a U tube.  In this case the migration pattern was complex owing 

to heterogeneities in the geology, mineralogy and groundwater.  Chromatographic type partitioning was 

observed with the gaseous CO2 arriving after the N2 and O2, however dissolved O2 arrived earlier than 

dissolved CO2 (Wei et al., 2015. Applied Energy, 145, 198).   

 

Reproduced Table 5 from Turner et al., 2016 Milestone 1.2 Desktop study and batch reactor experiments to determine 
baseline levels of CO2, SOx and NOx in Precipice Sandstone: Summary of reported impurities obtained from five 
reviews of separated CO2 composition for CCS  (IPCC, 2005, IEAGHG, 2011, PTAC, 2014, Oosterkamp and Ramsen, 
2008), as reported by Talman (2015).The recent Porter et al. (2015) review has also been included.  Values are given 
in vol.% (normal font) and ppmv (italics). Values in rows corresponding to underlined studies are from gas-fired power 
plants, all others are for coal fired power plants. IGCC = integrated gasification combined cycle, IEAGHG 1-3 refer to 
different degrees of post-combustion stream purification and SMR = stream methane reformation. PTAC (2014) 
differentiates between natural gas and heavy fuel sourced CO2 streams.    

  

http://www.anlecrd.com.au/LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=204934


 

Capture Type Study CO2 Ar N2 O2 CH3OH CH4 NH3 NOx Sox 
(SO3) 

CO H2S H2 

Pre-
combustion 

IPCC 95.6 1.3   2   0 0 0.04 <0.01 1     

IPCC 97.3-97.9 0.03-0.6 
 

0.01 
 

0 0 0.03-0.4 0.01-0.6 0.8-2.0 
  

 
IEAGHG: Selexol 97.95 0.03 0.9 – – 100 50 – – 400 100* 1 

 
IEAGHG: Rectisol 99.7 0.15 0.21 – 200 100 

 
– – 400 100* 20 

 
PTAC: IGCC 95 – – – 

 
0.5 

   
0.5 

 
4 

 
PTAC: SMR99 99.4 – 0.3 – 

 
– 

   
– 

 
0.3 

 
Oosterkamp & Ramsen >95.9 0.05 0.6 trace 

 
350 

 
– – 0.4 3.4 3 

 Porter et al. 95-99 <0.15 0.02-1 0  0-112  400 25 0-2000 0.2-34,000 

Oxyfuel IPCC GAS 95.9 4.1 
 

0 
 

<0.01 <0.01 0 0 0 
  

 
IPCC COAL 95.8 3.7 

 
0 

 
0.01 0.5 0 0 0 

  

 
IEAGHG: 1 85 4.47 5.8 4.7 – – – – 70(20) 50 – – 

 
IEAGHG: 2 98 0.59 0.71 0.067 – – – – 70(20) 50 – – 

 
IEAGHG: 3 99.94 0.01 0.01 0.01 – – – – 70(20) 50 – – 

 
PTAC: Heavy 91.8 3.9 2 2.3 

 
– 

   
– 

 
– 

 
PTAC 96.2 – 1.9 1.9 

 
– 

   
– 

 
– 

 
Oosterkamp & Ramsen >90 5 7 3 

 
– 

 
25 250 trace trace trace 

 Porter et al. 99.3-99.9 0-0.15 trace 0.001-0.4  0-112  400 25 0-2000 0.2-30,000 

Post-
combustion 

IPCC 99.9 0.01 
 

0 
 

<0.01 <0.01 0 0 0 
  

IPCC COAL 99.9 0.01 
 

0 
 

<0.01 <0.01 0 0 0 
  

(PCC) IEAGHG: 1 99.93 0.045 0.015 – – – – 10 10 – – 
 

 
IEAGHG: 2 99.92 0.045 0.015 – – – – 10 10 – – 

 

 
IEAGHG: 3 99.81 0.09 0.03 – – – – 20 20 – – 

 

 
PTAC 99.8 – 0.2 – 

 
– 

   
– 

 
– 

  Oosterkamp & Ramsen >99 trace 0.17 0.01   100   50 10 10 trace trace 

 Porter et al.  99.6-99.8 0.021 0.29 0.015    20-33.8 0-67.1 1.2-10   

 

 


